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A physical unclonable function (PUF) is a technology designed to safeguard sensitive information and ensure data

security. PUFs generate unique responses for each challenge by leveraging random deviations in the physical

microstructures of integrated circuits (ICs), making it incredibly difficult to replicate them. However, traditional silicon PUFs

are now susceptible to various attacks, such as modeling attacks using conventional machine learning techniques and

reverse engineering strategies. As a result, PUFs based on new materials or methods are being developed to enhance

their security.
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1. Introduction

In the era of the Internet of Things (IoT), the world has a vast number of interconnected entities. At this point, the number

of interconnected physical entities is still increasing exponentially, accompanied by the generation of vast amounts of data

daily, presenting severe challenges to information security . Recent cyberattacks have resulted in significant data

breaches at governmental and private organizations on a global scale .

Mainly, the contemporary cryptographic primitives that most authentication methods rely on are based on mathematical

one-way functions like hash algorithms and the discrete logarithm problem . Initially, research showed that they were

susceptible to security vulnerabilities , but it was not until recent developments that this issue was truly exposed.

Therefore, it became imperative to develop highly secure cryptographic primitives to enhance information security.

Then, physical unclonable functions (PUFs) appeared, which were highly anticipated to provide stable information

security. Initially, Pappu et al.  came up with the concept of PUF when studying the physical microstructure in silicon

integrated circuits (ICs) and discovering that process changes during manufacturing can be used to generate unique

responses. PUFs can be thought of as the “fingerprint” of each IC because they are intrinsic, non-replicable, and

unpredictable. In stark contrast to conventional mathematical one-way functions, PUFs provide fundamental security

benefits by functioning autonomously, eliminating the need for number-theory-based methods, making it exceedingly

challenging to replicate a PUF.

The fundamental concept behind PUFs is that, when provided with an input, referred to as a ’challenge’, the PUF

generates an output, known as a ’response’. PUFs’ physical characteristics are subject to random variations in each IC,

resulting in different behaviors for each PUF. Thus, for the same challenge, different PUFs will generate different

responses, while, for an ideal PUF, the same challenge will generate the same response (within a certain margin of error).

In this manner, each PUF possesses a distinct set of challenge–response pairs (CRPs), as illustrated in Figure 1, which

can be utilized for identification or verification purposes. Moreover, researchers  can see the PUFs’ principles of defense

from Figure 2. When a device containing a PUF is running, the PUF requires authentication, which matches the

generated response with a set of data generated by the device in a trusted environment. Each incentive challenge is

randomly selected and has never been used, so the attacker cannot predict and achieve the attack purpose.
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Figure 1. The challenge–response pairs (CRPS).

Figure 2. The PUFs’ principles of defense.

There are several classification methods for PUFs based on the manufacturing process, including silicon PUFs and non-

silicon PUFs. Based on the number of CRPs, they can be divided into strong PUFs and weak PUFs. The number of CRPs

generated by the former is exponential, while the latter’s is linear. Strong PUFs can be used for purposes such as

authentication and generating secret keys, while weak PUFs can be used as identities or as mechanisms to participate in

key protection. Strong PUFs have complex challenge–response behavior, where the response to new challenges cannot

be predicted. The most important requirement for a PUF type to be a powerful PUF is to be able to generate a large

amount of CRPs, and an attacker cannot build a model that can simulate them. A weak PUF has strong resistance to

modeling attacks but is vulnerable to invasive attacks, side channel attacks, and virus attacks.

Analog/mixed signal PUF: PUF units in this category include analog measurements of electrical or electronic

quantities. Analog electronic PUFs mainly include ICID-PUF, Coating PUF, LC-PUF, and Power Grid PUF. Analog

electronic PUFs are designed to provide fingerprints to circuits, which makes them more suitable for use as identities.

Memory-based PUF: This PUF category focuses on memory element mismatches that result in random values in the

boot state. These PUFs are based on storage units and are usually available in FPGAs. Memory chips in circuits can

be used to generate signatures and identities for those circuits. Static RAM PUF (SRAM PUF) and butterfly PUF are

two representative types of memory-based PUFs.

Delay-based PUF: The main focus of delay-based PUFs is the propagation delay utilizing the circuit path and how

quickly the microelectronics circuit can switch the output to 0 or 1. Delay-based PUFs mainly include arbiter PUF, ring

oscillator (RO) PUF, glitch PUF, IP-PUF, etc.

Some researchers have reviewed these existing silicon PUFs. For example, Mall et al. summarized the relevant content of

PUF-based authentication and key agreement protocols , while Dey et al. detailed how PUFs solve the security issues

in modern development of IoT devices .

Nevertheless, silicon PUFs come with their own set of constraints and disadvantages. For example, silicon PUFs may be

at risk of reverse engineering attacks; the proliferation of reverse engineering strategies has created new challenges and

hazards . In addition, endeavors involving reverse engineering have been put forth to test the resilience of established

PUFs . Moreover, PUFs often exhibit concerns including limited entropy, increased power consumption, and regional

inefficiencies.

Fortunately, the decline of silicon PUFs affects and catalyzes the expansion of PUF technology centered around new

materials and devices. PUFs based on novel materials, such as PUFs exploiting T cells, have been introduced, which

make use of the inherent randomness in populations of colonized T cells . Meanwhile, certain research focuses on

resembling fingerprint-like features through the utilization of random surface patterns, such as micro–nano architectures

molded from common plant tissues . Also, innovative-technologies-based PUFs exist, such as PUFs based on printed

electronics (PE), which exploit the inherent randomness and variability stemming from the material’s surface roughness

and morphology . Additionally, a noteworthy accomplishment in the realm of PUFs involves the utilization of personal

electrocardiogram (ECG) signals, as demonstrated in the study by Yin et al. . This innovative approach capitalizes on

individual ECG signals, extracting maximum ECG features for different individuals while minimizing time-variant ECG

features for the same individual. Moreover, PUFs also encompass those based on memristors, which exploit the analog or

digital characteristics inherent to these components.

Moreover, drawing inspiration from the achievements of silicon PUFs, Li and colleagues initiated groundbreaking research

aimed at creating the inaugural series of genetic PUFs residing within human cells .
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2. Metrics

There are several metrics for evaluating PUFs. While the names of these metrics may vary among different articles, they

often represent similar concepts or meanings:

Randomness: randomness denotes the inherent property of unpredictability and absence of patterns in the generated

responses to challenges, ensuring that PUF outputs appear statistically random and cannot be easily replicated or

predicted. The randomness evaluation of a PUF often involves the calculation of entropy, provided by the formula

(1)

where

H(X): Entropy, measuring the uncertainty or randomness of the system.

n: Number of different events in the sample space.

P(𝑥𝑖): Probability of event x𝑖 occurring.

Reproducibility: reproducibility characterizes a PUF by its consistent behavior, where each challenge generates a

unique response that remains constant over time, ensuring that the same challenge consistently yields the same

response. The formula for evaluating the reproducibility of a PUF involves calculating the variance, provided by

(2)

where

Var(X): Variance, a measure of the spread of the PUF responses.

n: Number of measurements or trials.

𝑋𝑖: Individual PUF measurement or response.

𝑋-: Mean of the PUF measurements.

Unclonability: unclonability represents a fundamental quality in a PUF, ensuring that, when a cloned system generates

a response to a specific challenge, it is distinctly different from an authentic system’s response, with differences not

attributable to noise or environmental factors. The unclonability metric:

(3)

where

U: Unclonability metric, indicating the resistance against cloning.

N: Number of pairs of distinct challenges.

M: Number of responses for each challenge.

𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑗: Different challenge–response pairs.

f(·): PUF response function.

𝛿(·,·): Delta function, outputting 1 if the inputs are equal, 0 otherwise.
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Reconfigurability: reconfigurability refers to the inherent property of a PUF wherein it possesses the capability to

undergo a transformation, rendering the CRPs of the altered PUF entirely unpredictable and uncorrelated with those of

the original PUF. The reconfigurability of a PUF can be assessed using the coefficient of variation (CV) calculated as

follows:

(4)

where

CV: Coefficient of Variation, measures the relative variability of the PUF responses under different configurations.

𝜎: Standard deviation of the PUF responses.

𝜇: Mean (average) of the PUF responses.

Robustness: robustness represents the ability of a PUF to maintain its functionality and produce reliable responses

despite variations in operating conditions, environmental factors, or minor manufacturing discrepancies, ensuring its

resilience and consistent performance. The robustness of a PUF is often assessed using the bit stability metric, defined

as

(5)

where

Bit Stability: A measure of the stability of individual bits across multiple measurements.

N: Number of measurements or trials.

L: Number of bits in a single PUF response.

𝛿(b𝑖,𝑗): Delta function indicating whether the j-th bit in the i-th measurement is stable

(𝛿(b𝑖,𝑗=1)) or not (𝛿(b𝑖,𝑗= 0)).

3. PUFs in Various Novel Materials and Methods

Significant progress within the field of PUFs has been achieved, with researchers and engineers delving into novel

materials or methods. They are actively exploring novel materials in fields like nanofracture , PE, carbon nanotubes ,

nanowires , plasmonic surfaces , and nanoelectromechanical systems . These pioneering approaches herald a

promising era of diversified PUF development and applications.

Researchers conduct an investigation on publications related to four types of PUFs based on novel technologies and

obtain data from several journal databases, such as the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore, and Springer Nature. The keywords used in the search are consistent

with the new materials covered, or similar concepts are used to expand the search scope, which may have some

discrepancies. Figure 3 illustrates the trends in the number of articles published in the years 2013 to 2023 that are related

to bionic optical PUFs, biological PUFs, PUFs based on PE, and memristor-based PUFs. There is an overall increasing

trend in publishing in recent years. However, the number of publications on those PUFs has remained relatively low

throughout the entire period, which demonstrates that the current state of the field is still in its early stages, holding great

potential for future development.
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Figure 3. Publication trends in PUFs based on novel materials.

Among these four types, biological PUFs exploit the inherent randomness of T cells or extract ECG features for

individuals, while bionical optical PUFs utilize optical inspections of natural plant tissues’ micro–nano architectures for key

generation, the third type of PUF is based on PE like inkjet-printed metal-oxide transistors, and the fourth type of PUF

utilizing memristors leverage the analog and digital traits of memristors. The use of new materials and methods is an

innovation in obtaining entropy sources, which is superior to traditional silicon PUFs.

3.1. Bionic Optical PUFs

Optical PUFs stand out due to their characteristics like high entropy, resource efficiency, and unparalleled tamper

resistance thanks to their intrinsic complex optical randomness . As a result, optical PUFs are regarded as an

outstanding candidate for the future secure cryptographic primitives . There are already many types of optical PUFs

available, but most of the micropillar arrays and metasurfaces of these existing optical PUFs are traditionally

manufactured through processes like lithography or ion beam etching. For example, the optical cryptographic surface

found on the photonic architecture of a micropillar array proposed by Choi et al. is an optical cryptographic technology that

combines photonic crystals and microcolumn arrays , and the fluorescent PUF utilizing perovskite quantum dot/chaotic

metasurface hybrid nanostructures proposed by Chen et al. utilizes the characteristics of perovskite quantum dots and

chaotic metasurface .

Inspired by unique biological architectures of natural plants, Wan et al.  proposed a new concept of bionic optical PUFs

and used the surface micro–nano structure of natural plant tissue to prepare four kinds of bionic PUFs; this method also

has the advantages of environmental protection and economic sustainable development, and can promote environmental

protection and economic sustainable development.

No two plant tissues in the world are identical, much like how no two leaves are alike. For a considerable period, nature

has provided valuable materials and functional structures to humanity .

Using natural plants as templates to create bionic films is a soft lithography technique. Due to its low-cost characteristics,

this approach has found extensive applications within the flexible electronics domain .

The laser speckle pattern imaging technique can be employed in research experiments and practical applications to help

better understand the three-dimensional (3D) micro–nano physical characteristics of objects .

Wan et al. also used laser speckle in their optical system stage and analyzed the performance of the bionic optical PUFs

through laser speckle patterns. The whole implementation procedure of the bionical optical PUF they proposed is outlined

in the subsequent stages. (i) The polymer materials used in their study include PVA (CAS number 9002-89-5, Aladdin

headquartered in Shanghai, China) and PDMS (CAS number 63148-62-9, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning headquartered in

Midland, Michigan, United States), which were coated onto the surface of the plant tissue used as a mold. After heat

curing and peeling off, although the processing time varies slightly for different materials, they obtained a bionic

membrane with a negative surface structure resembling that of a plant. Figure 4 illustrates an example of a bionic PUF

key, wherein a bionic film featuring a negative surface structure similar to that of a plant is encapsulated in a card housing

to provide mechanical protection and enable functionalization applications. (ii) This step involves the utilization of a

collimated and expanded helium–neon laser beam. This laser beam is directed through a beam splitter, which

subsequently illuminates a liquid crystal spatial light modulator. This modulator serves as a canvas for the display of
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random phase patterns, strategically chosen to generate specific challenges. These challenges are crafted by modulating

the laser beam’s wavefront through the independent adjustment of gray values for each pixel. (iii) Following this, the laser

beam passes through a polarizer, a lens, and an iris. The generated input challenge is projected onto the front surface of

the bionic PUF card, which is next placed in a slot locator to ensure its position is accurate and secured. (iv) Located

behind the PUF card, a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is employed to detect and capture the transmitted speckle

pattern. This elaborate process represents a crucial component of the system’s operation, contributing to the overall

functionality and security of the setup. (v) Then, the speckle patterns are converted into a two-dimensional (2D) binary

code with “1” assigned to the white pixels and “0” to the opposite after filtering with the algorithm of Gabor Hash , and

eventually a one-dimensional (1D) key of 1280 Kbits is obtained. The second to fifth steps are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. The production process of PUF card (the production process of previous bionic film has been omitted). Imitates

the image in the original paper .

Figure 5. The second to fifth steps of the implementation procedure, also understood as the optical system stage.

Imitates the image in the original paper .

3.2. Biological PUFs

Here, the term “biological” in biological PUF not only refers to the colonized populations of T cells but also refers to

information on heart beat that can be observed through an ECG. Biological information exhibits strong randomness,

unpredictability, and unclonable features. Biological PUFs exploit the spatiotemporal and collective behavioral dynamic

changes inherent in various biological species . These dynamic variations provide a unique and secure foundation for

creating unclonable identifiers, making biological PUFs a promising avenue for enhancing security and authentication

systems.

3.2.1. PUFs Utilizing T Cells

Before introducing this PUF, it must be noted that there is ambiguity in the classification of this PUF as it also utilizes

optical inspections for key generation after certain processing of the material. So, in a certain sense, it can also be

classified as optical PUFs.

The biological PUF proposed by Wali et al.  exploits the intrinsic randomness within colonized T cell populations. It is

essential to underscore that T cells can only be used as entropy sources for PUFs in the form of colonized population as

PUFs have the metric of reproducibility, which requires the same challenge input at different times to generate the same

response. However, T cells may have temporary motion, which would not meet the requirements of reproducibility.

However, after the formation of the local colony, T cells no longer have temporary motion, which can meet the conditions

for preparing biological PUFs. Also, achieving ideal reproducibility is almost impossible due to various influencing factors.

Therefore, they adopted a fuzzy authentication method , in which they set a threshold, and errors within this threshold

can be ignored.

They also provided a comprehensive description of the biological PUF generation process, as shown in Figure 6. (i) The

process begins with the purification, stimulation, culture, suspension, and separation of T cells. (ii) Subsequently, the T

cells are introduced into an imaging system equipped with an onstage incubator, allowing them to establish colonies over
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a period of approximately 20 h. (iii) Finally, computer-based processing can convert the imaging of the colonized T cell

population into a 2D binary information source and generate biological PUF, following the same conversion process as the

previous type of bionic optical PUF.

Figure 6. The generation process of the PUF utilizing T cells: (i) purification, stimulation, culture, suspension, and

separation of T cells; (ii) establish colonies in an imaging system; (iii) convert the optical image into a 2D binary code.

Imitates the image in the original paper .

Wali et al.  pointed out in their study that randomness inherent in other cellular or molecular biological processes can

also be exploited to construct biological PUFs . For instance, biological entities with smaller dimensions like

mycoplasma gallicepticum can be used to increase the entropy sources of each biological PUF . Furthermore,

thermophiles can be employed to address the issue of increased susceptibility of T cells to cell death at elevated

temperatures. Since they can survive not only high temperatures from 41 °C to 122 °C but also low temperatures from

−20 °C to 10 °C, they have the ability to survive extreme temperatures, and this ability can be applied to building

temperature-invariant biological PUFs .

3.2.2. PUFs Extract ECG Features

ECG is a medical examination that tracks the electrical activity of the heart over time. With the increasing use of wearable

devices, personal ECG signals can now be captured easily. Then, some works  tried using personal ECG signals for

authentication as this incorporates inherent liveness detection and is difficult to spoof. However, these studies do not

measure or proactively reduce the overlap between the feature distributions within the same subject and across different

subjects.

Yin et al.  designed ECG-based PUFs to enhance the security of personal wearable devices, which use the ECG

signals as the entropy source of PUFs. In their proposed plan, the ECG-based PUF is verified over a large scale of a 741-

subject database and can indeed reduce the overlap between the feature distributions within the same subject and across

different subjects. In addition, this liveness factor can trigger a PUF response to provide a unique identification or

validation that ensures it is only visible when worn by the device owner.

They proposed that, through signal processing steps, the features of the ECG signal can be extracted, and the features of

the ECG signal can be generated by the neural network training algorithm to generate a unique 256-b random number,

which plays an important role in PUFs. Figure 7 shows the top-level design. ECG signal processing involves key steps:

FIR filtering, R-peak detection, outlier removal, and normalization. FIR filtering reduces noise and applies bandpass filters,

improving signal quality. R-peak detection identifies ventricle depolarization peaks with dynamic thresholds, saving 160-

sample segments. Outlier removal eliminates abnormal complexes using criteria like max/min values. Normalization has

two phases: individual complex normalization, followed by global normalization for cross-individual consistency. These

steps are vital for extracting meaningful ECG features, noise reduction, peak detection, outlier elimination, and data

uniformity. Processed ECG data can serve in biometric authentication and encryption key generation.

Figure 7. The top-level block diagram of ECG features extraction process for secret key generation.

“We need to extract certain features from ECG signals that makes the inter-subject Hamming distance of such features

maximal and intra-subject Hamming distance minimal ”. This sentence needs to be understood as follows:

authentication is considered successful when the similarity between the new signal extracted from the wearable device’s

carrier and the registered signal exceeds a certain threshold using methods such as cosine similarity. However, it is

important to note that this simplistic similarity-based approach may not provide sufficient security on its own, and
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additional layers of security and verification may be required in practical authentication systems. For the same person,

their ECG signal is constantly changing over time, but a stable signal is needed for the same person, so researchers

should find the most stable part of their ECG signal, which corresponds to the minimum Hamming distance. However, the

neural network (NN) trained with one-hot labels  could not do that. Therefore, Yin et al.  proposed a new NN training

method that can better optimize NN to solve the problems mentioned above by using application-specific cost functions in

the last hidden layer . This cost function is designed to directly govern the similarity or distance between individuals’

ECG features, aiming to maximize the relative distance and minimize the equal error rate (EER). By training the NN with

the cost function, the extracted features at the hidden layers are optimized for authentication based on cosine distance

(CD) between features.

Then, they showed the experimental results wherein the ECG data used for testing are acquired using an ECG sensor at

a rate of 250 Hz and with a resolution of 15 bits. The feature vectors are derived from the outputs of the trained neural

network. To evaluate the performance of evaluation feature extraction, they proposed a new evaluation method by

examining the CD distribution for inter-subject and intra-subject feature vectors. The overlap between the CDs derived

from the neural network for intra-subject and inter-subject comparisons is indeed minimized significantly. To further refine

the results of the data, they took the average value of multiple feature vectors generated by inputting various inter-subject

ECG data, which mitigates the impact brought by time-variant ECG beats. Then, the average value is taken as a

representative feature vector. Finally, the encryption secret key is derived from the most significant bits (MSBs) of the 256

features extracted from the representative feature vector.

3.3. PUFs Based on Printed Electronics

Printing technology holds great potential for the fabrication of cost-effective, flexible, and expansive electronic products,

and there are currently some applications in various fields, such as printing digital and analog circuit components,

manufacturing smart labels, printing microchips, and solving manufacturing challenges. As a crucial component of the

’Fourth Industrial Revolution’, PE are gaining growing recognition for their role in facilitating the Internet of Things (IoT)

.

PE, with their inherent randomness and variability stemming from the material’s surface roughness, morphology, and

resulting electrical properties, can generate unique device-specific identifiers that attackers cannot predict. Through the

use of these subtle differences, PE can be used as a source of entropy; each instance of the generation and materials

associates with a unique identifier.

Scholz et al. introduced a hybrid PUF by leveraging the features of printed electronics, as documented in their study .

Moreover, the design of this PUF integrates the inkjet-printed core circuit with the silicon-based CMOS system

environment seamlessly. In this design, they utilized the material composition, layer thickness, roughness, and interface

properties of multiple printed layers to generate entropy, thereby reducing the likelihood of plagiarism detection. The

manufacturing process of the printed PUF core not only involves the inkjet-print process but also involves the laser

ablation process. Among the structures of the PUF core, the cursor, the gate insulator, and the top gate electrode material

are all inkjet-printed out. In their experiment, the design of the PUF core included 8 inverters, where the number of

inverters can be extended if needed. It is notable that PUFs relying on PE showcase innovative features, as Scholz et al.

 noted that “To the best of our knowledge, designing, fabricating, and embedding a printed PUF core into a system

level environment as well as the experimental analysis of PUF security metrics has not been presented before”.

The challenge–response mechanism of this PUF is as follows. The full readout PUF challenge is 28 bit-width. One single

output bit is produced by comparing the output voltages of two inverters, which are addressed at the same time. The

complete PUF response as an identifier is generated by successively applying the subchallenges to the PUF.

Furthermore, Scholz et al.  pointed out that the PUF they designed shows the largest response bit in width by

comparing with other printed PUFs. Additionally, the system is divided into three separate functional units, including the

development board, control logic board, and PUF core adapter board. This division allows for a more efficient and cost-

effective characterization of printed PUF cores, reducing both production time and costs.

3.4. Memristor-Based PUFs

Memristor is a combination of “memory” and “resistor”, possessing the outstanding ability to remember the resistance

value even after the power is off. Different from resistors, capacitors, and inductors, memristors operate on the

relationship between a change in flux and a change in charge. Consequently, it is called the fourth fundamental element of

circuit design . The classical definition of memristance is the differentiation in its magnetic flux from charge, with the

same dimension as the resistance value, and it depends on the total amount of charge that has flowed through the device
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in the past. In other words, the current can change memristor’s internal state and in turn affect its impedance and the

current passing through it.

Leon Chua first proposed the concept of memristor in 1971 ; however, it took until 2008 before scientists at Hewlett-

Packard managed to successfully fabricate a functional nanomemristor. Over the past few years, many researchers have

achieved breakthroughs in improving the performance and stability of memristors. Many circuit structures based on

memristors were invented. In addition, the application of memristor in the field of cellular neural networks (CNNs) attracts

wide attention. Memristors have been proposed to work as synaptic weights in neural networks . By using memristors

as an alternative to synaptic connections, these networks are able to perform with higher computing parallelism and

energy efficiency . As the father of memristors, Leon Chua accrued many important achievements in his later

work, such as Chua circuit, cellular neural networks, electronic computing, and so on. So far, the smallest memristor

feature size is around two nanometers, allowing for high-density storage . Memristors have garnered substantial

interest in the field of electronics due to their considerable potential for memory storage and computational applications,

resulting in an increased level of attention.

The basic composition of memristor is a dielectric layer sandwiched by two electrodes, which is regarded as metal–

insulator–metal (MIM) structure . The metal oxide layer acts as the resistive element that exhibits different resistance

states, representing the different memory states. The resistance of the metal oxide layer can be modified by applying

electrical pulses, which induces the migration of oxygen vacancies or ions within the layer. This migration causes a

change in the conductive path, resulting in a binary resistance state. The device can retain this resistance state even after

power is turned off, allowing for non-volatile memory storage. By controlling the magnitude, duration, and timing of the

applied electrical pulses, the resistance of the Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) device can be selectively

switched between high and low resistance states, corresponding to the “1” and “0” states used for data storage.

Memristors are usually integrated in high density by means of crossbar array. A typical crossbar array consists of parallel

metal lines. The metal lines in the array are divided into two groups; one group is called the word line and the other is

called the bitline, forming the top and bottom electrodes. The memristor is positioned at their intersection. During the

reading process, the selected unit reads its conductance through a sneak path. The sneak path carries unwanted current

during the process, equivalent to a series resistance in parallel with the selected memristor. This results in additional

energy consumption for unselected cells, which degrades read margin and limits the size of the array . This memristor

array can perform vector multiplication in parallel . The factors of multiplication are stored directly in the memristor array

and do not require a separate storage unit, thus bypassing the von Neumann bottleneck. This method can significantly

reduce the data movement during calculation, having the advantages of low power consumption and high speed.

The potential of memristor-based PUF holds great promise because it offers advantages such as smaller device size, low

power consumption, high sensitivity to manufacturing processes, and compatibility with modern CMOS manufacturing

techniques . Moreover, the study conducted by Zeitouni et al. points out that PUFs based on memristors have

increased robustness and resistance against modeling attacks compared to PUFs that only use CMOS technology,

primarily because of the random behavior exhibited by these nanodevices .

PUF structures usually produce only one bit for a given set of challenge bits, leading to the consumption of multiple CRPs

to generate a single multibit key. This results in the inefficient use of valid CRPs . In order to address these concerns, a

new structure called pm-PUF is developed , combining nanocross point arrays and multiple subarrays for generating

multibit responses, as shown in Figure 8. In their trial, a broader range of pulses resulted in an increased resistance drop

in the analog memristor. Moreover, escalating the frequency of consecutive pulses with consistent widths further

enhances this phenomenon. The data suggest that the duration of the electrical pulse affects the resistance of a

memristor. Initially, the circuit employs control modules to establish connections between individual rows and columns and

either the random pulse generator or decoder block, depending on the read/write command . By consolidating a myriad

of crosspoints within a limited space, this densely packed arrangement facilitates the storage and concurrent processing

of a substantial quantity of CRPs in the PUF. Consequently, it leads to the production of responses with multiple bits. This

architectural concept prioritizes the design of banks, leveraging the combination of numerous compact PUF units placed

side by side and incorporating variations in manufacturing. Each subset of the given array possesses the capability to

individually handle a specific portion of the given challenge and generate the corresponding binary response. Utilizing the

parallel execution capabilities in response generation, the architecture of the bank design approach enhances the

efficiency and safeguards the integrity of memristor-based PUFs .
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Figure 8. Simplified pm-PUF architecture.

The use of physical modifiability as the characteristic for challenge and response is found in pm-PUFs, whereas total

bitline current PUF (TBC-PUF) and selected bitline current PUF (SBC-PUF) utilize the memristor’s set voltage distribution

as an entropy source. The bitline current is measured to obtain their response following the application of voltage or

current. TBC-PUFs and SBC-PUFs differ primarily in their utilization of bitline currents as features, as illustrated in Figure
9. All bitline currents are utilized as features in the TBC-PUF domain. The behavior of TBC-PUF is determined by

analyzing the difference in currents flowing through the odd and even bitlines. This process enables TBC-PUFs to

produce an exclusive and unforeseeable response. The benefit of employing this method is its ability to achieve increased

device density and efficiency while remaining compatible with CMOS technologies and simple to implement . SBC-PUF

adopts a selective approach in picking certain bitline currents as its distinguishing characteristics. Rather than comparing

the total current of TBC-PUF, SBC-PUF chooses a specific line from the group of even and odd bitlines and evaluates the

read current to produce a 1-bit response. By strategically selecting certain currents on the bitlines, the SBC-PUF

enhances resource utilization and boosts the efficiency of a PUF . Both TBC-PUF and SBC-PUF meet the requirement

of being considered a strong physical unclonable function in a crossbar array of size N × N.

Figure 9. (a) The total bitline current PUF and (b) the selected bitline current PUF architecture.

Apart from this, the multiarray PUF (MA-PUF) incorporates various crossbar arrays as an entropy source . Figure 10
exhibits the arrangement of numerous subcrossbar arrays, employing either a grouping of 2D crossbar arrays or the

utilization of 3D stacked crossbar arrays . This approach maximizes the efficiency of available space. Each of these

subarrays adheres to the principles of TBC-PUF, yielding their own unique responses, which can be aggregated to

generate a final multibit response signal. The MA-PUF design offers a crucial benefit by shortening the key generation

time and reducing power usage, ultimately enhancing energy efficiency of the system. Furthermore, unlike conventional

PUFs, where a considerable amount of CRPs is typically required to create a response signal with multiple bits because

each pair is only capable of generating a single-bit response signal, MA-PUFs achieve a substantial reduction in the

necessary CRPs, thereby enhancing the efficacy of response signal generation and the overall security performance.
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Figure 10. Simplified MA-PUF architecture.

Also, a unique type of PUF called memristive-device-based PUF (mrPUF), which is composed of two important elements:

a nanocrossbar array with dimensions M × N and two current-mirror-controlled ring oscillators (CM-ROs), was developed

. This configuration is depicted in Figure 11. The individual memristor of a nanocrossbar array can be considered the

source of security in a mrPUF. The design employs a pair of arbitrary memristors to regulate the current, inhibiting the

current in each inverter of the loop of the ring oscillator. This leads to a configuration where the ring oscillator operates

with limited current. The oscillation frequency is directly determined by the current, which in turn is influenced by the

values of the memristor. The frequency of oscillation for each oscillator is determined by utilizing a counter, which then

compares the count values from two counting circuits. Subsequently, a response bit is generated according to the

outcome of this comparison. MrPUF is recognized for offering a significantly higher amount of potential CRPs compared

to traditional PUFs .

Figure 11. A nanocrossbar array of nanoionic memristive devices.

4. Performance Evaluation of PUF

For bionic optical PUFs, the experimental results in the paper demonstrate the randomness, uniqueness, and robustness.

In the evaluation of randomness, the average entropy value is close to the ideal value “1”, indicating perfect randomness,

while, in the assessment of uniqueness and robustness of bionic optical PUFs, researchers  used two different

mathematical analysis methods. One is to utilize the Hamming distance, inter-chip Hamming distance (inter-HD), and
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intra-chip Hamming distance (intra-HD), respectively. The other one is to utilize the correlation coefficient between

response speckles. The results of the above two methods demonstrate that the bionic optical PUF has good uniqueness

and robustness.

The four metrics of randomness, reproducibility, unclonability, and reconfigurability of biological PUFs using T cells are

also demonstrated through experimental data. Randomness was quantitatively measured, and the total number of unique

images in an area of 0.5 mm2 was 101233 , which sufficiently demonstrates the randomness. In terms of reproducibility,

the relevant detection data consistently remain stable, providing evidence of reproducibility. In terms of unclonability, the

experimental result from quantitative detection serves as compelling proof. In regard to reconfigurability, Wali. et al. 

said that this biological PUF they proposed can seamlessly operate without necessitating physical system replacement or

the addition of supplementary hardware components, achieving an unparalleled level of reconfigurability.

As for biological PUFs utilizing ECG signals, Yin et al. provided the results of verifying the randomness of PUFs. They

performed a NIST randomness test  on the 256-bit random number, which consists of nine different tests. Moreover,

the biological PUF utilizing ECG signals successfully passed all nine NIST tests.

For PUFs utilizing PE, three metrics of uniqueness, bit aliasing, and reliability  have also been evaluated and confirmed

through experiments. The hybrid PUFs were subjected to rigorous testing that involved varying temperature, humidity, and

supply voltage conditions. The results reveal that the average value of uniqueness is 51.1% and an average value of bit

aliasing is 44.5%, and the bit error rate is found to be less than 2%, which indicates that the PUFs generated responses

that are both distinguishable and stable. Additionally, under optimal operating conditions, the average reliability value is

78.5%, and it is anticipated to approach the ideal value.

The metrics of uniformity and uniqueness of PUFs using memristors are also demonstrated in the papers . The

performance of the five electronic memristor-based PUFs is close to ideal. The ideal values for uniformity and uniqueness

are both 50%. The data provided in the papers  indicate that the average values of these metrics are very close to

50%, and they may also fluctuate slightly with the size of the PUF.

The PUFs based on PE, exhibit pioneering characteristics, as Scholz et al.  noted that “To the best of our knowledge,

designing, fabricating, and embedding a printed PUF core into a system level environment as well as the experimental

analysis of PUF security metrics has not been presented before”. They also fall under the category of strong PUFs due to

their mostly non-volatile nature, low power consumption, high entropy, and formidable resistance to reverse engineering.

Similarly, PUFs employing memristors, acknowledged for their basis in nanotechnology, also belong to the category of

strong PUFs. They exhibit non-volatility, high entropy, and remarkable resilience against reverse engineering attempts.

However, it must be mentioned that PUFs using memristors are susceptible to modeling attachments using state of the art

machine learning (ML) algorithms.

In summary, these PUFs based on novel materials and methods all hold promise as potential candidates to enhance the

security and privacy of vast amounts of information in the future.

5. Potential Shortcomings or Areas for Improvement

Although PUFs based on new materials have outstanding performance in areas where traditional silicon PUFs have

problems, some of them still have potential shortcomings or areas for improvement. These can serve as the direction and

focus of future research.

The lack of reproducibility seems to be one of the major weaknesses of bionic optical PUFs. Even if the same plant tissue

is used, there may still be errors in the reproduction results during the mold-making process of PUF cards due to factors

such as bubbles and transcoding errors in laser speckle optical processes. As the above errors may only cause minor

deviations, researchers can use revised approaches such as fuzzy authentication  when using this type of PUF, which

is also used in other types of PUFs.

For the two categories of biological PUFs, the former one utilizes the colonized populations of T cells; when it comes to

survival rates and lifespan issues at temperatures such as extreme low and high temperatures, it is possible to consider

using microbial populations with other characteristics, as Wali et al. also noted in their paper . The latter one extracts

ECG features due to the time-varying characteristics of ECG signals; the inter-subject features cannot be accurately or

stably obtained. Therefore, there is still room for improvement here, where algorithms can be improved or new error

correction techniques can be utilized to generate more stable keys.
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As for PUFs utilizing PE, to enhance the reliability and achieve bit-stable PUF responses , the temperature stability

needs to be improved through structural design. Furthermore, once inkjet printing circuit technology further develops, the

whole PUF design can be completely printed, including silicon-based logic peripheral circuits.

While memristor-based PUFs are claimed to be resistant to modeling attacks, recent research suggests that the majority

of them fail to pass comprehensive tests against modern ML techniques . Zeitouni et al. conducted an assessment of

the security of PUFs based on hybrid memristor technology. Various machine learning algorithms are applied to model

different types of attacks, such as voting ensembles , stochastic gradient boosting , and bagged decision trees .

The researchers examine a method that involved gathering a limited number of real CRPs from the PUF and using them

as a training dataset to create an ML model capable of predicting the responses. The results of the assessment indicate

that memristor-based PUFs actually can be attacked by sophisticated machine learning algorithms that specialize in

modeling attacks.

6. Application

PUFs take advantage of the physical changes inherent in semiconductor manufacturing to create a basic security

mechanism to verify integrated circuits, and this security strategy, popularized by the electronics industry, can be applied

in a variety of fields to help improve security and ensure data confidentiality.

In daily life and industry production, identity authentication is critical , which is one of the key factors in ensuring the

security of data and systems. In terms of identity authentication, PUFs provide a very effective means to verify identity and

protect data security. As each hardware component has its own unique physical characteristics, PUFs provide a high level

of security and reliable authentication, effectively preventing unauthorized access and attacks.

As for secure cryptographic primitives, they are highly desirable for safeguarding information communication in modern

digital society . PUFs play an important role in the field of secure cryptographic primitives and are regarded as a

fundamental building block. Compared with traditional encryption algorithms, keys generated by PUFs make it impossible

for attackers to predict or copy the correct key, providing security for the encryption and decryption process. Moreover,

PUF-based primitives can resist various attack vectors and provide important technical support for ensuring the security of

data and systems.

Furthermore, Li et al.  completed an important groundbreaking study, building upon the success of silicon PUFs, in

which they achieved the development of the first generation of genetic PUFs within human cells, successfully integrating

PUFs into human cells.

As shown in Figure 12, Li et al.  utilized CRISPR technology to engineer CRISPR for genome editing. They inserted a

five-nucleotide barcode library into human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells and used polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

and next-generation sequencing (NGS) to detect and monitor these barcodes. The study aimed to assess gene editing by

employing single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) to target a fluorescent reporter gene. After CRISPR treatment, they analyzed

genomic DNA, identifying 569 indel variations associated with barcodes. This information formed a unique CRISPR-PUF

identifier, which offers a novel approach for genomics research. Li et al.  pointed out that CRISPR-PUFs can be used in

various fields and can be used as an effective tool to verify the source and ensure quality.

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of implementation of CRISPR-PUFs. Imitates the image in the original paper .
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Certainly, there will be ongoing and future research on the application of PUFs in various fields. Inspiration can be drawn

from nature, including microorganisms, animals, and plant structures. Future research may concentrate on

interdisciplinary intersections, conducting extensive investigations on PUFs from multiple perspectives and levels. This

involves physics, chemistry, biology, as well as information science, contributing to a comprehensive understanding and

application of PUFs. Simultaneously, efforts should be directed towards improving the interpretability and transparency of

PUFs, enhancing people’s comprehension and trust in this technology, and facilitating human–computer interaction.

These considerations can serve as new focal points for research.
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